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Introduction 
All common methods of forest mensuration assume that the harizontal 
sections of the tree stems are circular. However, the cross-sections are never 
exactly circular. Many explanations have been suggested of this departure 
from circular form, see the very full account of the literature in Tischendorf 
1943a. 
The deviation from circular shape gives rise to errors in the assessment of 
cross-sectional areas, and hence in the calculation of volumes. In studying these 
errors several authors have investigated the case of elliptical cross-sections, or 
cross-sections composed of two semi-ellipses, see e.g. Chaturvedi 1926, Tischen-
dorf 1927, 1943b, Heikkilä 1927, Tiren 1929, stoffels 1948, and Matusita et al. 
1955. Some of these papers a:lso contain references to earlier investigations. 
The justification offered for this approachisthat most stems have different 
diameters in different directions, and that maximum and minimum diameters 
often intersect at approximately right angles. However, the author has not 
found in the literature any investigation of the real shape of cross-sections. 
The question whether an ellipse or two semi-ellipses can be regarded as a 
realistic model of the stem-section, must therefore be regarded as unsettled. 
The short-comings of the elliptic approach are emphasized in Tiren 1929 (see 
pp. 245, 248). 
It therefore seems to be of interest to try to find out what statements about 
the errors of different mensurational methods that can be made without 
postulating anything about the shape of the cross-sections. Such a study may 
also give some hints as to how to carry out an empirkal investigation on the 
form of the sections. 
As indicated in Ch. I below, the appropriate starting point is the theory of 
convex regions. Fortunately many definite statements have been proved about 
convex regions, or to quote Blaschke (1920, p. 146): It is particularly remark-
able that from the weak requirement of convexity there follows such a wealth of 
beautiful and profound conclusions ("Deshalb ist es besonders merkwiirdig, 
dass sich aus der schwachen Forderung der Konvexität eine solche Fulle 
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schöner und tiefliegender Falgerungen ziehen lässt"). It will be seen that some 
of the conclusions reached in the elliptic case are valid also under general 
conditions. 
Since we shall restrict the study to those errors which arise from the geo-
metric properties of the cross-section, errors of measurement will be disregarded. 
In the main text, only the results of the mathematical treatment of the 
problem will be presented. The mathematical deductions will be found in an 
appendix. However, some of the geometric concepts seem to be of value for 
a discussion of the general aspects of the problem, and will hence be dealt 
with in the main text. We start with one such concept. 
I. The convex closure of a region 
The periphery of a stem seetian is seldom quite smooth, owing to bark 
ridges, fissures, etc. In addition, concave, or undula ting, portions are sometimes 
met with, especially in the lower part of the stem. If a rubber-band is strapped 
around the stem, the area inside the band is therefore usually larger than 
the cross-sectional area. The contour formed by this rubber-band, or the region 
Fig. r. The convex closure of a region. 
Det konvexa höljet till en yta. 
inside it, earresponds to what is called in geometry the convex closure of a 
region, see fig. I. This concept seems to be useful in the present context, since 
readings of calipers and girth tapes are influenced only by the shape of the con-
vex closure of the cross-section. The same holds true also of Bitterlich's "Win-
kelzahl" -method. 
Every non-convex region has a smaller area and a greater perimeter than 
its convex closure. The difference between the area of the convex closure of a 
cross-seetian and the true cross-sectional area ma y be called the convex deficit 
of the cross-section. The area of the convex closure will in the sequel be denoted 
by g. 
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II. Girth measurements 
On a tape, strapped around the stem, we read the perimeter, c (say), of the 
convex closure of the cross-section. We calculate the diameter, and the sec-
tional area, from the following formulas. 
Diameter: D0 = cfn 
Area: 
Thus g0 is the area of a circle with perimeter c. Owing to the so-called "iso-
perimetric property" of the circle g0 is greaterthan g, unless the convex closure 
of the cross-section is circular. The difference g0-g is the so-called isoperi-
metric deficit. 
III. Notation for diameters 
For our purpose, it is convenient to define a diameter of the cross-section 
as the distance between two paraHel tangents to the convex closure of the 
section. This earresponds to the reading of the common caliper. We thus have 
one diameter, D(v), for every angle, v, which the bar of the caliper forms with 
a fixed direction in the plane, see fig. 2. We define the diameter of the cross-
seetian as the arithmetic mean of D(v), taken over all angles. Following a 
fundamental theorem, published by Cauchy in r84r (see Blaschke 1936, p. r), 
this mean diameter is equal to cfn, where c, as above, is the perimeter of the 
convex closure. For this ratio, we have already, in Ch. II, introduced the sym-
bol D0• 
, 
l 
~-"' 
"' , 
l 
l , 
,_, ... " D (v) 
Fig. z. A diameter defined as the distance between two paraHel tangents. 
En diameter definierad som avståndet mellan två parallella tangenter. 
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In passing, we note that the implications of Cauchy's theorem can also be 
formulated in the following manner: If D is the arithmetic mean of the diameters 
of a great number of trees, calipered in random direetions, then-disregarding 
sampling errors, and errors of measurements-nD equals the average circum-
ference of the trees as obtained by tape. This holds true irrespective of the form 
of the cross-sections. 
For the variance of the different diameters, D(v), of the cross-section, around 
their mean, D 0 , we shall use the symbol a2• We also need a symbol for the 
coefficient of earrelation between two diameters taken at right angles. We shall 
derrote this coefficient by r. 
IV. The orbiforms 
There are cases in which all diameter measurements give the same value, 
which, according to Cauchy's theorem, then must be equal to D 0, the value 
obtained from girth measurement. This, of course, happens when the variance, 
a 2, vanishes. 
One might at first surmise that the convex closure then is a circle. However, 
the circle is only one member of a family of convex curves, characterized by 
the property that the distance between two paraHel tangents is the same in all 
directions. Forthese curves the term orbiform1 was proposed byEuler in 1778, 
see Tiercy 1920, cf. also Buchheim 1938. 
Three examples of orbiforms are given in fig. 3· In 3a is shown the so-called 
Reuleaux-triangle, which is formed by three equal circular arcs, intersecting 
at !20°. The analytic definition of the curves 3b and 3c is found in the appendix. 
The isoperimetric deficits of the three curves amount to 11.4 % (3a), 4.2 % 
(3b), and 1.6% (3c). The deficit is hereexpressedas a percentage of the true 
area. The Reuleaux-triangle is the orbiform with maximum isoperimetric 
deficit. 
We now conclude: Even if a stem seetian is convex and has the same diameter, 
D 0 , in all directions, the seetional areamayfall short of the corresponding circular 
area, :rr:D02/4· 
We can also form the following conclusion: Even if the diameters of a cross-
seetian are known in every direetion, we can not in general draw exact inferences 
about the shape and area of the cross-section. 
1 According to Strubecker 1955, p. 54, the term "Gleichdick" is used in German engineerc 
ing. 
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Fig. 3· Three examples of orbiforms. 
Tre exempel på orbiformer. 
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V. Diameters calipered in random directions 
We confine ourselves to estimates of the cross-sectional area, based on di-
ameter measurements, of the form 
where D is a diameter calculated in one way or another from one or two 
caliperings. We here study the following four methods. 
I) D is one diameter, calipered in arandom direction. 
z) D is the arithmetic mean of a diameter, D(v), calipered in arandom direction, 
and the diameter at right augles to D(v). 
3) Same as z), but D is the geometric mean of the two diameters. 
4) D is the geometric mean of two diameters, calipered in random, independent-
ly chosen, directions. 
In this chapter only the systematic errors will be treated. We hence have to 
study mathematical expectations of estimated areas, i.e. a verages over all possible 
directions. The expected valnes of the estimates of the sectional area obtained 
from the above four methods will be denoted by g1, g2, g3, and g4, respectively. 
The sampling errors will be dealt with in Ch. VII by way of numerical 
examples. 
U sing the symbols introduced in Ch. III, and applying well-known statistical 
formulas, we find: 
- +n2 gl- go -a 
4 
- n 2 ( ) g2 - g0 + 8 a I + r 
Thus the fourth method is, on the average, equivalent to the estimation of 
cross-sectional area by girth measurement. It is not used in practice, and is 
included here only because of this equivalency. 
We further note that g2 is the arithmetic mean of g1 and g3. 
In camparing g1, g2, and g3, with one another, and with g0 (or g4), we need 
not bother with the case a2 = o, already treated in Ch. IV. It is seen that the 
ranking of the methods is, to a certain extent, dependent on the value of r. 
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Now r, being a earrelation coefficient, ranges from -I to + r. We can there-
fore form the following tables of comparisons (for a 2 >o): 
r=-I 
-r<r< o 
r=o 
g3 < go = g2 < gl 
g3 < go < g2 < gl 
We find that, on the whole, g1 gives the highest overestimation, and that 
g2 ranks next. If r is positive, also g3 is higherthan g0. Now i t must be remember-
ed that, as shown in Chs. I and II, g0 gives an overestimation equal to the 
"convex deficit" plus the "isoperimetric deficit". 
However, if r is negative, the third method, i.e. using the geometric mean of 
diameters at right angles, gives on an average a lower value than g 0• The 
lowest possible value of g3, for fixed a, is attained for r=- I, and amounts 
to g0 - (n/4)a2• Y et, g3 can never be smaller than the area, g, of the convex 
closure. In the appendix (§ 3) we prove the following inequality 
which yields 
From this inequality we can also draw the following conclusion: Irrespectively 
of the shape of the cross-section, the average difference between the "worst" (g1) 
and the "best" (g 0, g4, or g3) estimate cannot be greater than the average difference 
between the "best" estimate and the area of the convex closure. As is evident from 
the case of an orbiform, Ch. IV, the differences between the four methods ma y 
be considerably smaller than their common excess over the area of the convex 
region. 
In the literature are found reports of very high overestimates of the area by 
girth measurements as campared to area estimates from calipered diameters, 
see Muller I9I5, p. 82. This overestimation must be due to errors of measure-
ment, errors of the instruments, or to subjective adjustment of the position 
of the instruments, cf. the discussion in Chaturvedi rgz6, pp. II ff. See also 
Assmanu I956. 
The case r = - r deserves particular mention. In an ellipse of moderate 
excentricity r is very close to -I. E.g. for an ellipse with the ratio 0.8 between 
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the axes, r is -0.9985. In Tiren 1929, numerical camparisans are made between 
the four methods in this case. The ensuing ranking of the methods is in close 
accordance with the above comparison for r =-r. (See also table I, below). 
In the elliptic case the differences between the methods are relativelyhigh in 
comparison with their excess over the true area. 
On the other extreme we have the case r= +r. In this case methods r, 2, 
and 3, are equivalent, whereas the girth tape gives a samewhat better value, 
cf. table r. 
In conclusion, we have found that the methods of this chapter (and of Ch. 
II) have a positive bias, unless the cross-seetian is exactly circular. 
VI. Measuring maximum and minimum diameters 
We now pass to the case where the sectional area is calculated from observa-
tions of the maximum and minimum diameters. By diameter we still under-
. stand the distance between two paraHel tangents to the convex closure, i.e. 
the value obtained by calipering. 
We now add the following cases to the previous list. In the farmula (n(4)D2, 
D is calculated as 
5) the arithmetic mean of the maximum and minimum diameters, 
6) the geometric mean of the maximum and minimum diameters, 
7) the arithmetic mean of the maximum diameter and the diameter at right 
augles to the maximum diameter, 
8) the geometri c mean of the diameters in 7), 
9) the arithmetic mean of the minimum diameter and the diameter at right 
augles to the minimum diameter, 
ro) the geometric mean of the diameters in g). 
It must be remarked that in same cases the estimates formed by methods 
7)-ro) are not well-defined. It may happen, e.g., that the maximum diameter 
is attained in two different directions, and that the corresponding diameters 
at right augles are unequal. In the subsequent illustrations, however, no such 
cases will a ppear. 
One might have added some more methods to the above list, e.g. methods 
in volving the quadratic mean of two observed diameters. However, the identity 
shows that areas calculated by using for D the quadratic mean can easily be 
obtained from the area estimates based on arithmetic and geometric means. 
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Returning to methods 5)-ro), we note that if the convex closure is sym-
metric, e.g. an ellipse, methods 5, J, and g, are identical, as are methods 6, 
8, and ro. In the elliptical case methods 6, 8, and ro, give the correct value of 
the area of the convex closure; methods 5, J, and g, give the arithmetic mean 
of g and gv see Ch. V. However, for other types of convex regions the six 
methods may all give different results. We denote the values of the cross-
sectional areas, obtained from these methods, by g5, g6 , •.• , g10, respectively. 
The following inequalities follow from the fact that the geometric mean 
never is greater than the arithmetic mean 
Further, we infer directly from the definitions of the methods 
As is seen from the examples of Ch. VII, this list of inequalities is exhaustive 
in the general case. Further, it is not possible to find any general inequalities 
between the values obtained by the methods of this section, and the estimates 
dealt with in earlier chapters. 
In contrast to the methods based on diameters calipered in random direc-
tions, all the present methods may give underestimates of the area of the convex 
closure, as is clear from the following example. A convex figure is camposed 
of a square with side Vz and two opposite segments of the circle circum-
scribed around the square. In this case we have 
g = r + nj2 = 2.5J 
' n (2 + \/z) 2 g./ = 4 -2- = 2.2g 
Thus, in this particular example 
We shall give some further comments onthese methods in next chapter. 
VII. Numerkal illustrations 
The methods presented above will now be applied to six different closed 
convex regions (or "ovals"). 
The regions are defined by their line supporting function (German: "Stiitz-
funktion"), i.e. by a function, p(v), giving the length of a perpendicular with 
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slope v from a fixed interior point to the tangent of the contour, see fig. 4-
The curves studied are the following 
a) p(v) = 1/roo cos2 v + 64 sin2 v 
Ellipse with semi-axes 8 and ro, used in Tiren 1929 for numerical illustrations. 
b) p(v) = g + cos 2 v 
Close resemblance with a), has the same maximum and minimum diameters. 
c) 
d) 
Fig. 4· Theline supporting function, p(v), of a convex region. 
Stödfunktionen, p(v), till en konvex yta. 
p(v) = r6 + cos 2 v + cos 3 v 
p.( v) = 32 + 2 cos 2 v + cos 3 v + cos 4 v 
Both c) and d) are "egg-shaped", resembling a curve camposed of two semi-
ellipses with different eccentricities. 
e) p(v) = 35 + 2 cos 2 v + 2 sin 4 v 
May be described as a "rounded rhomb". Maximum and minimum diameters 
do not intersect at right angles. 
f) p(v) = r6 + cos 4 v 
Has the shape of a "rounded square". As in the square, maximum and minimum 
diameters intersect at 45 °. 
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The six curves are also shown in fig. s. 
Some further characteristics of the curves are found in table r. The table 
also shows the estimated area, according to the methods of the previous 
chapters. 
The six cases being only examples, no far-reaching conclusions can be drawn 
from table r. However, it may be remarked that-in these examples-the 
Fig. 5· Six exaroples of convex regions. 
Sex exempel på konvexa ytor. 
methods of Ch. II (girth measurement, g0), and Ch. V (random diameters, 
gv .. . , g4), give morestable results than the methods of Ch. VI (maximum and 
minimum diameters, g5 , •.. , g10). As to the methods of Ch. V, it must be 
remembered that the figures in table I are "mathematical expectations" 
over all possible directions of the diameters calipered. 
In the table no orbiform (Ch. IV) is included since all twelve methods are 
equivalent in this case-without necessarily giving a good estimate of the 
convex area. 
As seen from the above definitibns, the function p(v) in examples b-f is 
a sum of trigonometric functions. In § 3 of the appendix we show that the 
supporting function of any closed convex curve can be represented approxi-
mately by a sum of this type. 
The six examples willnow be used to illustra te the sampling errors, connected 
with some of the methods. These errors appear in methods invalving a random 
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Table I. Six examples of convex regions. Characteristics of the region. Estimates of the 
area by different methods. 
Example l a l b l c l d l e l f 
Coefficient of varia-
tio n (roo ajD 0) ••• 7.82 7.86 4-42 4·94 5·71 4·42 
Minimum diameter/ 
maximum diameter o.Soo o.Soo o.882 o.87r o.8r7 o:882 
Coeff. of earrelation 
between diameters 
at right arrgles (r). -0.9985 - !.0000 - !.0000 -o.6ooo 0.0000 !.0000 
Area estimate in per-
mille of true area: 
g.(=g.) ........... 1019 1019 !022 1017 !030 1030 
gl .................. !025 !025 1024 !020 1034 1032 
g •.................. 1019 1019 !022 rors 1032 1032 
g •.................. !013 1013 1020 ror6 1030 1032 
g •.................. !0!2 !019 !022 ro66 1030 1030 
g •................. 1000 roo6 1018 ro6r 1020 !026 
g7 ................. !012 !019 !022 ro82 II46 !I63 
g •. ................ 1000 1006 1018 1078 1144 !I63 
g •. ................ 1012 !019 !022 986 921 905 
glO"·· • · · • · · · · · · · • • • 1000 roo6 rors 985 919 905 
Highest value is ob-
tained by method. I I I 7 7 7. 8 
Lowest val u e is o b-
tained by method. 6,8, ro 6,8, ro 6,8, ro ro lO 9, ro 
choice of the direction of the diameters to be measured. Hence they arise only 
in the methods of Ch. V, whereas girth measurement (Ch. II), and measure-
ments of maximum and minimum diameters (Ch. VI) are unaffected by sam-
pling errors. 
It is evident that no sampling errors are present if the convex closure is 
an orbiform (Ch. IV) since then any calipering gives the value D 0• 
We express the magnitude of the sampling errors by the standard errors 
of the different area estimates. The standard errors of the estimates I-4 of 
Ch. V will be denoted av a2, a3, and a4, respectively. 
The valnes of these standard errors in the six examples are found in table 2. 
To make the figures comparable with those of table I, the standard errors 
are expressed in permille of the true area, g, of the convex region. 
These standard errors obviously depend on the two quantities, a and r, 
characterizing the variation of diameters in different directions. The following 
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Table 2. Si:c e:camples of conve:r: regions. Standard errors (in permille of true area) of 
different estimates of the area. 
l Exampie l a l b l c l d l e l f 
al ........ !59 r6o go ror rr8 gr 
a2 ........ 4 o o 45 83 . gr 
a a ...•.... 9 4 I 44 83 gr 
a ......... II3 II3 64 7! 83 64 
approximate relations, derived by the general method given in Cramer 1945, 
§ 27.7, are seen to give valnes in close accordance with those of table 2. 
VIII. Bitterlich's "Winkelzahl"-method 
The "Winkelzahl" -method of estimating the basal area of a stand, has 
received well-deserved attention since its first publication (Bitterlich 1948): 
see e.g. Keen 1950, Grosenbaugh 1952, Seip 1952. 
In studying the method, we shall confine ourselves to the case where the 
ground level is harizontaL Then all stem seetians at breast height are in the 
same harizontal plane, H. 
In applying the method, all stems are counted whose seetians at breast 
height subtend an angle greater than or equal to a fix angle x when viewed 
from a randomly ehosen point in H. The stem count may be repeated on 
several sample points. The average number of stems from such counts fur-
nishes-after multiplication with the "Zählfaktor", (100 sin x(2) 2-an estimate 
of the sectional area at breast height, or basal area, of the stand in square 
meters per heetare. For small x, the factor can be taken as (sox) 2• 
Let G" be the area of the region in H, from w hi ch a particular stem is seen 
under an angle ~ oc. We suppose G" defined so as to include the basal area of 
the stem. We then form the product 
g (x) = G" sin2 (oc/2) 
The "Winkelzahl" -method is based on the fact that, if the cross-seetian is 
circular, g( x) equals g, the true basal area of the stem. Any bias of the method 
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ansmg from a non-circular form of the cross-section at breast height will 
manifest itself in a deviation of g(1X) from g. 
Now, as indicated in § 4 of the appendix, in passing to the limit we get 
g(o) = gv where g1 is the average basal area obtained from one calipering in a 
randomly seleeted direction (Ch. V). For small valnes of IX, g(1X) is very close 
to g1. Since in the applications IX is of the order of magnitude I 0 , we infer: 
As far as the deviation from circular form of the cross-seetians is concerned, the 
"W inkelzahl" -method gives the same bias as the method of calipering everystemin 
one randomly ehosen direction. However, it must be observed that this con-
clusion is reached on the assumption that the ground level is harizontaL 
It may finally be mentioned that a related method, proposed by Masnyarna 
I953, gives an unbiased estimate of the basal area under the sole condition that 
the cross-seetians at breast height are convex. Masuyama's method is derived 
from Steiner's formula for the area of a curve parallel to a given convex 
curve (see Blaschke I936, formula rso, p. z6). 
IX. A remark about some related problems in forest 
mensuration 
The difficulties encountered in calculating the sectional area of a stem arise 
from the circumstance that the cross-seetian is observed "from the outside". 
To putthis in other words, we can attribute the complications to the faet that 
diameters-in the sense of Ch. III-and not radii are measured. 
If a region, convex or not, has uniquely determined radii from a fix interior 
point, and these radii can be measured, then an unbiased estimate of the area 
is available. It consists of the simple expression nr2, where r is the length of a 
radius with random direction (cf. appendix, § 5). If several radii, e.g. rv r2, r 3, 
and r4 , are measured, the unbiased estimate takes the form 
n 4 (rlz + r22 + r32 + r42) 
Thus, if this expression is written as nr2, r shall be the quadratic mean of the 
four radii. 
This remark pertains to measurements of the area of end-sections of logs, 
estimation of the area of the crown projection of a tree, etc. 
X. Summary and discussion 
The common methods of forest mensuration assume that the cross-seetians 
of tree stems are circular. However, the sections always depart more or less 
from circular form. This deviation gives rise to errors in the assessment of 
cross-sectional areas. In the present investigation the author has tried to 
apply geometric concepts and theorems of a universal nature and derive from 
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them general statements about the performance of mensurational methods. 
He is well aware that a mathematician, more acquainted with the relevant 
branches of geometry, might elicit a richer fund of statements. 
When calipering a stem, or measuring the girth, or performing other similar 
observations "from the outside", e.g. making a stem count according to 
Bitterlich's method, only the convex closure of the seetian is involved: see figs. 
r and z. The true sectional area is in general smallerthan the area of the convex 
closure, i t has a "con v ex deficit". 
The so-called "isoperimetric deficit" results from the faet that the area of the 
convex closure is smaller than the area of a circle with the same perimeter as 
the convex closure. An isoperimetric deficit is usually present even in cases in 
which the diameter is eonstant in all direetions. This is due to the faet that the 
circle is only one of the orbiforms, or curves with eonstant diameter, see fig. 3. 
The above concepts are introduced in Chs. I, and IV. In Chs. II, III, and V, 
a study is made of sou';_e common methods of estimating the cross-sectional 
area, viz. by girth-measurement and by calipering diameters in randomly 
seleeted direetions. It is found that those methods, except in the circular case, 
have a positive bias in comparison with the true area of the convex closure. 
If the convex regions are divided into two main types, it is possible for each 
one of these types to rank the different methods according to the magnitude 
of the bias. Except in some special cases where the convex closure is "ellipse~ 
like", the methods giv e average values that are close to one another in earn-
parison with their excess over the area of the convex closure. 
Methods invalving maximum andfor minimum diameters seem to be less 
stable, in the sensethat they are more dependent upon the assumptions made 
on the shape of the cross-seetion. They are dealt with in Ch. VI. 
By expanding the line-supporting function [p(v) in fig. 4] of a convex 
region in Fourier-series, some general inequalities can be obtained between 
different area estimates. In this way numerical expressions of convex regions 
can also be obtained, Ch. VII. Fig. 5 shows some examples, which in a sche-
matic-and perhaps exaggerated-way show various types of departure from 
circular form. The examples are also used to illustrate the sampling errors 
connected with those methods which involve a random choice of the direction 
of the diameters to be calipered. 
Bitterlich' s "Winkelzahl" -method, deal t with in Ch. VIII, is dependent 
upon the assumption of circular cross-seetians at breast height. In this respeet, 
however, it is equivalent to the method of estimating the basal area by cali-
pering one randomly seleeted diameter of every stem. 
If a region, more or less close to circular shape, is observed "from the inside" 
by measuring the radii, the bias present in measurements "from the outside" 
can be avoided, Ch. IX. 
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The "geometry of cross-sections" can provide only part of the information 
necessary to survey the performance of mensurational methods. Measuring a 
physical quantity, such as a cross-sectional area, we have to face the difficulty 
of making exact definitions, the influence of imperfect instruments, the bias of 
subjective judgments, etc.1. The following conclusions must therefore be 
regarded merely as tentative expressions of the views of the author. They ma y 
be of interest in cases, when we require high accuracy. In such cases the geo-
metry of the situation will play a more important role, since we try to reduce 
the influence of other disturbing factors as much as possible. 
In estimating the cross-sectional area from two diameter caliperings the 
arithmetic mean or the geometric mean of the two diameters may be used 
without any difference of great practical importance. 
The estimates based on maximum and minimum diameters cannot be 
recommended without a thorough investigation of the actual shape of the cross-
seetians of stems. 
The geometric study gives some support to the use of girth tape instead of 
caliper. However, a discussion of tape versus caliper must involve many 
other considerations. It would therefore be premature to try to come to a 
definite conclusion in this controversial question. 
In order to get an idea of the actual magnitude of the errors here discussed, 
a sample of sawn tree sections should be inspected. Observations should be 
made in a very accurate way, sothat errors of measurement could be separated 
from errors arising from the geometrical properties of the stem sections. By 
carrying out the measurements in terms of the convex deficit, the isoperi-
metric deficit, the diameter variance, etc., a good understanding would be 
obtained of the ways in which the geometry of cross-sections influences the 
performance of mensurational methods. 
The author is indebted to professor Lars Tiren who has kindly read the 
manuscript and made valuable comments. Re also wishes to express his 
gratitude to Miss Greta Nilsson for performing the calculations, and to Mrs. 
Anneliese Neuschel for drawing the figures. Finally, acknowledgment is due to 
Dr. John T. Lewis of the Mathematical Institute at the University of Oxford, 
who has corrected the English of the paper. 
Appendix 
§ 1. Some general formulas for a closed convex region 
Let the origin be an interior point of the bounded closed convex region C. 
Theline supporting function, p(v), is defined as shown in fig. 4· 
1 For,a discussion of such factors, see the fundamental paper by Tiren (!929). 
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Assuming p(v) to be twice differentiable, the condition for convexity is 
p(v) + p"(v) ~o for allv (r) 
For the rectangular coordinates of the contour of C, we get the following 
parametric representation 
x =p( v) cos v- p'(v) sin v 
y = p(v) sin v + p'(v) cos v 
The diameter in direction v: 
D(v) = p(v) +p (v+ n) 
The (mean) diameter of C (Cf. Ch. III): 
" 2n 
D 0 =~J D(v) dv =~J p(v) dv 
The area of C: 
2n 
g = ~J (p2 _ p'2) dv 
(z) 
(3) 
(4) 
For the perimeter, c, of C, we have Cauchy's formula, referred to in Ch. III: 
2" " 
c = J p( v) dv =j D( v) dv = n D 0 (5) 
The variance of the diameters of C is 
" 
a2 ="fr J (D·-- D 0) 2 dv (6) 
The coefficient of correlation, rrx, between diameters intersecting at an angle 
ex, is found from the formula 
" 
a2rrx =~J [D( v)- D0] [D( v+ ex)- D 0] dv (7) 
For r,12 the symbol r is used for brevity in Chs. III and V. 
By means of (z) we can express D 0 , a2, and r, as functionals of p(v). 
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The fundamental formulas on the line supporting function are found in 
textbooks on differential geometry. We note that the formulas (2)-(7) are 
valid also in the case in which p '(v) has a finite number of discontinuities. 
§ 2. Examples of closed convex regions 
Various types of closed convex regions can be obtained by choosing for 
p(v) different functions of period z:n. In Chs. IV and VII, we have used expres-
sions of the form 
00 
p(v) = a0 + L ak cos (kv + Ak) (8) 
k~ l 
where only a finite number of the a k' s are =F- o, and the eonstants are so ehosen 
that farmula (r) is satisfied. 
In this case we get 
00 
D(v) = 2 a0 + 2 L a 2 k cos (2 kv + A 2 k) (g) 
If all ak of even order, except a0 , are o, we hence get an orbiform, Ch. III. 
The two orbiforms b, and c, in fig. 3, have the equations 
p(v) = IO + COS 3 V 
p( v) = 32 + cos ( 3 v + ~) + cos 5 v (3 c) 
The rectangular coordinates of the contour can be obtained from 
00 
x= a0 cos v+; L ak {(k + r) cos [(k- r) v + Ak]-
1 
-(k- r) cos [(k + r) v + A k]} 
00 
y = a0 sin v-; L ak {(k + r) sin [(k- r) v + Ak] + 
1 +(k-r)sin[(k+r)v+Ak]} 
Inserting (8), or (g), in formulas (3)-(7), we find 
(ro) 
00 
g = n a02 -~L (k2 - r) ak2 (rr) 
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(1z) 
(13) 
00 
a2rrx = z L a~k cos (z k oc) 
Hence, for oc = nfz: 
r= (15) 
From (15) is seen that we can, for every a 2 >o, construct curves with any 
desired value of r. 
Substituting these expressions in the formulas of Chs. II, and V, we can 
express g0, ••• , g4 in the coefficients of (8). 
The area estimates of Ch. VI, however, must be Separately evaluated in 
each case, by solving trigonometric equations. In the examples of fig. 5, these 
equations are easy to solve, but they are very complicated in the general case. 
In evaluating the standard errors of the area estimates of Ch. V, the esti-
mated area is first expressed as a linear function of trigonometric expressions. 
To take an example, the area estimate of example b in Ch. VII, according 
to method 3, is 
n (g + cos z v) (g- cos z v) = ::! (161- cos 4 v) 
z 
The error variance, a 32, isthen obtained in the same way as a 2 in (r3) is derived 
from (g). 
In what concerns the numerical treatment of the elliptic case-example a 
of Ch. VII-the reader is referred to Tiren rgzg. 
§ 3· Proof of an inequality in Ch. V 
Any bounded, closed convex region in the plane can be approximated by a 
convex polygon in such away that the area, g, the perimeter, c, the diameter 
variance, 0'2, and all other characteristics appearing in the left hand sides of 
formulas (3)-(7), are arbitrarily close to the corresponding characteristics of 
the given region. Thus, all equations, and inequalities, invalving these quanti-
ties, that aretrue for a convex polygon, willhold in the general case. 
Now, for a polygon, p '(v) has a finite number of discontinuities, and is of 
bounded variation. Thus, in this case, formulas (3)-(7) are valid. Further, 
by Jordan's test (Titchmarsh 1g3g, § 13.z3z), P'(v) can be developed in aFourier 
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series, converging everywhere to _:: [p'(v-o) + p'(v +o)]. By termwise 
2 
integration we obtain a Fourier-expansion of p(v), valid everywhere. We ehoase 
the notation so that this series is the one of form ula (8), now interpreted as an 
infinite series. Then integrals of the type 
""' ""' J p(v) p'(v +c.:) dv, J [p'(v)] 2 dv 
o o 
.etc., can be expressed in the eonstants of series (8), by means of Parseval's 
theorem. Therefore formulas (ro)-(r5) are valid also for a convex polygon. 
Using (n), (r2), (r3), and the definition g0 = c2/4n of Ch. II, we get 
00 00 
g0- 3: a 2 -g = 2n L (k2 - r) aik + 2n L k(k +r) aik+ 1 
• l l 
Here, all expressions on the right hand side are non-negative. We consequently 
:get the inequality of Ch. V: 
go~ g+ 3 n a2 
4 
(r6) 
'The sign of equality holdsin (r6) only if p(v) is of the type exemplified by the 
''ellipse-like" curve of fig. 5b, i.e. if all ak with k > 2 vanish. 
Several inequalities concerning the isoperimetric deficit, the area of a r.onvex 
region with given maximum and minimum diameters etc., are to be found in 
the literature. See e.g. Bonnesen & Fenchel r934, pp. 74 ff., Santala r953, 
pp. 37 ff. 
§ 4· Formulas for Bitterlich's method 
In studying Bitterlich's method, we first need an expression of the area, G"' 
jn the plane of C, from which C is seen under an angle ~IX (see Ch. VIII). 
Two tangents, whose perpendiculars from the origin have slopes v and 
.n + v -IX, intersect in a point with coordinates 
x = (-r/ sin c.:) [p( v) sin (v- c.:) +p (v +n- c.:) sin v] 
y = (r/ sin c.:) [p(v) cos (v- c.:) + p(v +n- c.:) cos v] 
:Hence, after straightforward calculations: 
""' 
G"'= ;j (xy'- yx') dv 
""' 
= (r/ sin2 c.:) J p(v) [p(v) + cos c.:· p( v +n- c.:) + sin c.:· p'(v +n -c.:)] dv 
o (r7) 
J3y ±his farmula G"' includes also the area of C. 
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W e then pass to the prodnct 
g(1X) = sin2 (rx/2) ·G'" (I8) 
introdnced in Ch. VIII. If C is a circle, g(rx) is, for all valnes of rx, eqnal to the 
area, g, of C. In the general case, geometrical considerations give the following 
limiting valnes: 
g(o) = gl g(n) =g 
where, as before, g1 is the average valne obtained by calipering in a random 
direction. The mean valne of g(rx), when rx varies from o to n, can be fonnd 
from a formnla of Crofton (see Santal6 I953, formula 4.6, p. 2I) 
ng + JT (rx- sin rx) dx dy = c2(2 (20) 
Here rx is the angle under which C is seen from the point (x, y). The integration 
is taken over all points outside C. Snbstitnting G" in (zo), the formnla can be 
written 
" 
ng + f (sin rx- rx) dG'" = c2jz 
Using (I8) and (Ig), we find 
lim (sin rx- rx) ·G'" = g1 lim [(sin rx- rx)/sin2 (rx/z)] = o 
e<-)>-0 
Hence by partial integration: 
" f G" (I- cos rx) drx = c2 jz 
o 
or 
" ; J g(rx) drx = c2/4 n = g0 (ZI) 
where g0 is the estimate of area obtained by girth measurement (Ch. II). 
Formulas (Ig) and (zi) give sollie information abont the course of g(rx) as 
a function of rx. In fig. 6, g(rx) is shown for the three regions in figures 3b; 5b, 
and 5f. As seen from fig. 6, for small valnes of rx, g(rx) may be either smaller or 
greater than g1. 
When p(v) is given by (8) we find for g(rx) the expression 
00 
g(rx) =g + ~"""""' ak2 I + cos rx · cos (krx + kn) + k sin rx ·sin (krx + kn) (z z) 
o z L I+ cos (X 
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Fig. 6. The function g(a) for the convex regions of figures 3b, sb, and 5f. 
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By somewhat lengthy, but trivial calculations, we can derive from (22) the 
following inequalities: 
l g( a)- go l ~ go- g 
l g(a)- gl l~ (gl- g) fg2 (a/2) 
(23) 
(24) 
From (23) is seen that g(a) can never be smaller than the true area, g, of the 
region C. From (24) we conclude that for such small values of a, as used in 
practice, g(a) is very close to gv as stated in Ch. VIII. 
§ 5· Measuring the area "from the inside" 
The statement of Ch. IX is a direct consequence of the formula for the area 
of a region, expressed in polar coordinates. 
Suppose that the origin is an interior point of the bounded region C, and 
assume further that, for every v, the radius with direction v intersects the 
boundary of the region in one point, with distance r(v) from the origin. Then 
the area of the region is 
2" ; J r2(v) dv 
o 
as shown in textbooks on integral calculus. To put this in words: the area is 
equal to the squared "quadratic mean" of the radii, multiplied by n. 
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Sammanfattning 
Om stamtvärsnittets geometri 
De vånliga metoderna för uppskattning av trädstammens volym och grundyta 
förutsätter att stammens tvärsnitt är cirkelformigt. Det fel, som uppkommer 
därigenom att tvärsnittet i verkligheten avviker från cirkelformen, måste beaktas 
vid sådana mätningar, vid vilka hög noggrannhet eftersträvas. 
Vid klavning av en stam, vid omkretsmätning med måttband och andra mtanpå>>-
mätningar, t. ex. stamräkning enligt Bitterlichs metod, har man kontakt endast 
med stamtvärsnittets >>konvexa hölje>>, se fig. I och z. Tvärsnittets verkliga yta är i 
allmänhet mindre än det konvexa höljets, har ett >>konvext deficit>>. 
Det s. k. >>isoperimetriska deficitet>> uppkommer därigenom att det konvexa 
höljets yta i allmänhet är mindre än ytan av en cirkel med samma omkrets. Ett 
isoperimetriskt deficit- på upp till II,4% av den verkliga ytan- kan finnas, 
även om tvärsnittet är konvext och den klavade diametern är densamma i alla 
riktningar. Cirkeln är nämligen endast en av de s. k. orbiformerna, ytor med konstant 
diameter. Några ex. på dylika ytor återfinns i fig. 3· 
Med utgångspunkt i en mätning av omkretsen, c, uppskattar man tvärsnittets 
yta till g0 = c2 j4n, som är lika med den verkliga ytan plus det konvexa och det 
isoperimetriska deficitet. Denna yta kan även skrivas g0 = nD 02j4, där D 0 är det 
aritmetiska medeltalet av diametrar i alla riktningar. 
Vid klavning av en diameter, D, med på måfå vald riktning är motsvarande 
skattning av tvärsnittets yta, nD2f4· Denna skattning är i genomsnitt större än 
den genom omkretsmätning erhållna ytan, g 0 • (Här liksom eljest i uppsatsen bortses 
från mätningsfel.) Skillnaden beror på variationen mellan tvärsnittets diametrar 
i olika riktningar. Om D i det nämnda uttrycket för ytan är det aritmetiska medel-
talet av en på måfå vald diameter och en mot denna vinkelrät diameter, får man i 
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genomsnitt också en, om än något mindre, överskattning i förhållande till g0 • 
Om slutligen D är det geometriska medeltalet till två sådana diametrar, kan man i 
genomsnitt få ett högre värde än g0, eller ett lägre, beroende på det konvexa höljets 
form. Om man bortser från vissa speciella fall, då det konvexa höljet till formen 
liknar en ellips, ger de nu nämnda metoderna genomsnittliga värden, som ligger 
tämligen nära varandra, jämfört med deras avvikelse från det konvexa höljets yta. 
De metoder, som bygger på klavning av maximi- och minimidiametrar, eller en 
av dem och en mot denna vinkelrät diameter, synes vara i högre grad beroende av 
antaganden om tvärsnittets form. De kan i vissa fall ge relativt stora överskatt-
ningar i förhållande till det konvexa höljets yta, i andra fall rätt kraftiga under-
skattningar. 
Genom att uttrycka ett konvext områdes >>stödfunktiom [p(v) i fig. 4] i s. k. 
Fourier-serie kan man visa vissa allmänna satser om de nu berörda metoderna för 
skattning av tvärsnittets yta. På så vis kan man även få numeriska exempel på 
konvexa ytor av olika form, se fig. 5· 
Bitterlichs >>Winkelzahl»-metod är i fråga om det systematiska fel, som uppkom-
mer genom att stammens grundyta inte har cirkelform, jämställd med grundyte-
uppskattning genom en klavning i slumpmässigt vald riktning. Detta har dock 
visats endast under förutsättning att marken inte lutar. 
Om mer eller mindre cirkelliknande ytor kan observeras >>inuti>>, genom radie-
mätningar, kan man undvika de systematiska fel, som uppkommer vid >>Utanpå-
mätning>>. Ex.: mätning av en stocks ändytor, en trädkronas projektion. 
Uppskattningen av stamtvärsnittets yta har i denna utredning setts endast från 
rent geometrisk synpunkt. Några bestämda rekommendationer om lämpliga upp-
skattningsförfaranden kan därför inte lämnas. Nedanstående antydningar får 
därför endast fattas som uttryck för en rent subjektiv bedömning av situationen. 
När tvärsnittets yta skall uppskattas med hjälp av två klavade diametrar, 
spelar det ur praktisk synpunkt en rätt liten roll om man använder det aritmetiska 
eller det geometriska medeltalet till de två diametrarna. 
Uppskattningar grundade på högkants- och lågkantsmätning kan inte rekom-
menderas utan en grundlig undersökning av den faktiska formen hos trädens stam-
tvärsnitt. 
D en geometriska undersökningen ger ett visst stöd för användningen av oro-
kretsmätning i stället för klavning. En mängd andra omständigheter spelar emel-
lertid in vid jämförelsen mellan måttband och klave, varför det vore förhastat att 
här draga en bestämd slutsats i denna omstridda fråga. 
Utredningen synes kunna giva vissa hållpunkter för planläggningen av ett empi-
riskt studium av stamtvärsnitt. Om man på en noggrant vald samling av stam-
trissor gör observationer av det konvexa deficitet, det isoperimetriska deficitet, 
diametervariansen etc., bör man få en rätt god inblick i hur >>stamtvärsnittets geo-
metri> påverkar olika i praktiken tillämpade mätnings- och uppskattningsförfaran-
den. 
